
Organic or M&A (Growth Strategies)  

Over the past few weeks we have been discussing business growth focusing on growth strategies 

and in particular Market Penetration, Market Expansion, Product Development and Diversification. 

We dissected each strategy and simplified its function but there still remains one piece of the puzzle 

which is necessary to execute a growth strategy; and that missing piece is Organic or Mergers and 

Acquisitions (M&A).  

Many scholars consider Organic/M&A as a growth strategy in itself and if you were to read their 

books on the topic you would find them noting five growth strategies; the four aforementioned and 

Organic/M&A being the fifth. But I beg to differ! 

In business terms, organic can be defined as expanding your business through opening new 

branches; whereas M&A can be used to grow your business through merging with or buying out 

your competitors. Now if you were to look closely at our four growth strategies you would notice 

that each strategy is executed either through M&A or organically.  

For example; market penetration is defined as growing your business through gaining market share. 

Well you could do that in two ways; either through selling your products to more people to gain 

market share (organic) or through acquiring a competitor and by so doing acquiring his clients and 

gaining market share (M&A).  

How about market expansion; which is defined as growing your business through targeting different 

customers that had never before consumed your product? Again you could execute in two ways; 

either by approaching and selling directly to your new target market (organic) or acquiring a 

company that has a different customer base and attaching your products as a way to introduce your 

products to your new customer base. The same goes for geographic market expansion; you could 

either open a new store in Cape Town (organic) or buy a competitor located in Cape Town (M&A).  

As for product development; you could either develop and upgrade your products (organic) or 

acquire a company that has superior products to yours (M&A). And lastly, diversification; of which 

you could either start a new business selling different products from your current offering (organic) 

or you could simply acquire a business that operates in a different market and industry (M&A). 

These examples clearly show that organic and M&A are a product of the growth strategy you choose 

to employ. They do not stand and function alone but are merely tools used to execute the desired 

growth strategy. Therefore, out of the four growth strategies, choose the one you prefer to use to 

grow your business; thereafter decide whether you are going to do it organically or through merging 

and acquiring. 
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